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INTRODUCTION.

It is a well known fact that a moving charge of 
electricity produces a magnetic field and a moving magnet 
induces an electric current, consequently the modern theory 
of the atom makes it likely that an investigation of the 
magnetic properties of elements, mixtures or compounds, 
might lead to interesting and valuable results connected 
with the structure of the atom and the origin of the magnetic 
properties of the atom.

■ The following account is a description of work done in 
a study of one of the magnetic properties, namely the magnetic 
susceptibility, of certain binary alloys.

When a body is placed in a magnetic field it either 
concentrates or disperses the magnetic lines of force. The 
intensity of magnetisation is proportional to the strength 
of the field.

I = k h,
where

I is the intensity of magnetisation or the magnetic 
moment per cc,

H is the field strength or force per unit pole, 
k is the magnetic susceptibility or coefficient of 

magnetisation.

Therefore, k = —h
that is, the ratio of the magnetic moment per cc at any point
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within the body to the field il, (provided that the body is of
such dimensions that the intensity may be regarded as uniform)

Substances may be placed in three groups according to 
the manner in which they affect the lines of force of a 
magnetic field.

(1) The lines of force are concentrated to a great degree.
(2) The lines of force are concentrated to e very small

extent.
(3) The lines of force are dispersed slightly.

Members of class 1 are the ferro-magnetic substances, i.e.
iron, cobalt, nickel end certain of their alloys and compounds
All other metals and alloys belong to class 2, paramagnetic
substances, or class 5, diamagnetic substances. The metals
included in the first group are also paramagnetic, but the
value of k for these elements is very much greater than the
value for any other element.

For paramagnetic substances k 0, and for diamagnetic
substances k 0.

The fact that certain bodies are attracted or repelled
when placed near a magnet was first noted by Brugmans^, in
1778, when he observed the action of a magnet on a very small
piece of bismuth.

Becquerel observed a similar action in the case of
2

antimony about the year 1827.
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3In 1845, Faraday published, some work which showed that 
a sufficiently strong magnetic field has an action on 
practically all substances and these substances are either 
paramagnetic or diamagnetic.

The nature of the magnetism possessed by a body, whether 
solid, liquid or gas, has been determined in e variety of ways. 
In the case of solids the action of a magnetic pole on a small 
amount of material can be observed, or the position taken up 
by a rod, placed horizontally between the poles of an electro
magnet, noted. This second method has been applied to liquids, 
the liquid being placed in a tube suspended between the poles.

Gases, contained in a spherical glass envelope, can be 
suspended between the poles of an electro-magnet and the gas 
allowed to rise or fall. Faraday added a little hydrochloric 
acid to the gas. Above the apparatus, he placed open tubes 
of arrm:onia. Is the gas rose, the path taken by it could be 
observed as ammonium chloride fumes were formed.

These experiments show the nature of the magnetism 
compared with air which is paramagnetic on account of the oxygen 
it contains.

In the quantitative study of magnetic properties, the 
value of k is obtained by methods which depend on the force 
exerted on the body examined when placed in a varying magnetic 
field.
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For a very small quc-ntity of & substance, 

pp. =

wliero p « the force In grams
H « the field strength in 0.3.3, units
V = volume in ecs.
g - 081 C.O.S, units.
X = the variation along the axis of symmetry 

of the field.
If the substance is in the form of a rod,

pg =

I.e. % . 225

p, g, 11 and k have the same significance as in the 
first formula,
S is the area of cross section of the rod.

The first formula was used by Curio, Curie and Cheneveau 
4and hcslin.

ÙThe second formula was used by others notably Stefan Meyer.
hecQUorol, in 1350, suspended a small horizontal rod 

between tlie poles of an electro-magnet and from the torsion 
produced he determined the angle made by the rod with the 
lines of force. By observing the action of different 
substances in a field of the same intensity, tho torsion of 
the wire gave a measure of the value of k.
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6Boltzmann deduced formulae by which the action of a coil
on a magnetic field gave values of k.

7httingshausen then measured the force with v/hich a coil 
repelled a diamagnetic rod placed inside and near one of the 
ends of the coil. From this he was able to calculate k.

uRowland and Jacques measured the time of oscillation of 
a rod of a feebly magnetic substance in a magnetic field and

9
obtained values for k. Toepler employed a method of comparing
the magnetic properties of different bodies by measuring the
induced currents produced in these bodies as they moved across

10a magnetic field. Using this rneüüod, with i^ttingshausen , he
made a series of measurements and, amongst other things, found
values for equal weights of iron and bismuth.

4In 1B95, Curie, using tho first formula given on page 
devised an apparatus for the measurement of k. Two electro
magnets were placed near one another at a certain angle. Curie 
worked out the distribution of tho field along the axis of 
syirm.etry and at the point of maximum force the body was examined. 
The body under observation was contained in a glass tube 
suspended from the arm of a torsion balance. The movement of 
the arm was measured by the reflection of a beam of light by a 
mirror attached above the balance arm, on to a convenient scale.

In 1903, P. Curie and C. Ch^neveau, constructed another 
balance in which the electro-magnets were replaced by one annular 
magnet. This balance is described fully in the section on 

measurements.
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The foregoing methods have all been applied to liquids
4and gases. Curie studied compressed gases in the tube attached

to the arm of his torsion balance.
11 8Schuhneister used Rowland and Jacques^ method to measure

the time of oscillation of a tube, filled with liquid, in a
magnetic field.

12Eorgmann used a ballistic method for liquids. In 1865, 
13A’iedernann obtained relative values of k by measuring the force 

exerted on tubes of liquid by an electro-magnet. The torsion 
of the wire supporting the tube and liquid gave a measure of k.

Schuhmeister^^ improved M'iedemann* s method and, by having 
his liquid in a spherical envelope, he obtained absolute values 
for k.

A differential method has also been commonly used for 
liquids and gases. The magnetic susceptibility of a body was 
obtained in air and vacuo and then in the liquid or gas examined.

The results of these investigations, that is up to about 
1903, have given values of k for most of the elements and a 
great many compounds. It has often been difficult to compare 
results because some were made with sticks of material, some 
with powder and some in solution.

By plotting atomic weights as abscissae and atomic volumes 
as ordinatisn, e curve with well defined maxima and minima is 
formed and Stefan Meyer^ showed that paramagnetic substances 
fall on the descending curve and diamagnetic on the ascending 

curve.
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2 14Becquerel , Tyndall,Reich and others showed that k
is independent of the field H. This was supported later
hy Diedemann^^, Bttingshausen^, Curie^, Stefan Meyer^ and
others but this is not true of the ferromagnetic metals iron,
cobalt and nickol.

Other investigators found a relation between k and li
15in some cases Honda , for example, did so in his study of

43 of the elements. It was shown to be due to the presence
of traces of iron and, for iron free specimens, he proved k
to be absolutely independent of H.

The relation between magnetic susceptibility end
3 16 17temperature was studied by Faraday , Plûcker , Mstteucci

and others who showed that as the temperature increases both
para and diamagnetism decreases.

13'Aiedemann , in the case of iron, nickel, cobalt and 
manganese salts, found that k varies inversely as the absolute 
temperature.

Curie^ indicated that for diamagnetic bodies k is 
independent of temperature except in the case of antimony and
bismuth, while for paramagnetic bodies k varies inversely as
the absolute temperature.

1 c,Honda carried out a similar research but he was unable 
to confirm Curie’s results.

Urbain^G has shown that, for a large number of binary 
mixtures examined by him, the value of the susceptibility 
depends directly on the amount of each constitutent present, 
that is, the property is strictly additive.
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Stefan Meyer gave the following rules es the result of 
his investigstlons:-

(1) Two diamagnetic elements always produce a diamagnetic 
compound.

(2) Two paramagnetic elements usually produce a paramagnetic 
compound.
The investigation of the magnetic susceptibility of alloys 

was stimulated hy the discovery, in 1903, of the heusler 
alloys. Manganese alloys, containing no ferro-magnetic 
metals, were found to be strongly magnetic. The addition of 
aluminium, tin, arsenic, antimony and bismuth to manganese- 
copper containing 20 per cent manganese produced a great 
increase in magnetic properties.

20Sir Robert lladfield*s work , in 1917, on certain manganese 
steels, showed that the addition of carbon, tungsten, manganese, 
silicon, chromium, copper and nickel to certain steels, altered 
the magnetic properties considerably.

e.g. (a) the influence of manganese and carbon on steels of
constant manganese content is shown in the following 
table.

Ratio carbon to manganese. k x 10^
O'Ol 78
0*076 19
0*083 +17
0*1 -17
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(b) Influence of nickel
carbon to manganese Nickel k X 10

0*15 2*57 23
0*14 9*0 35
0.15 14*55 52
0*12 19*0 67

(c) Influence of silicon, at high temperature.
Ratio carbon to manganese. Silicon. k k  10^

0*010 - 76
0*015 6*15 240,000

The amount of A-ork done on the magnetic susceptibility of 
alloys is small compared with the investigations of other 
physical properties such as hardness, density, thermal 
behaviour and electrical conductivity.
The following research was therefore undertaken with a view 
to finding out if this particular physical property bears 
any relation to other properties or throws light on the 
conditions prevailing within the atom.
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PHS?/RATION 0? THU ALLOYS.

Owing to the fact that tho ordinary chemical laboratory
has tho means of obtaining high temperatures to a limited
extent only, it was advisable to consider the range of
temperature needed for the formation of various alloys. An
electric resistance furnace, giving a temperature of 1100° - 

01200 C was available and consequently the alloy systems examined 
ere all fusible at a temperature below 120C°C.

The plan cf work consisted in the examination of systems 
of two metals which should be completely miscible in the liquid 
condition in all proportions and which should molt below the 
limit attainable by the available apparatus, viz. 1200°C.

(a) Mixtures of two paramagnetic metals
(b) " ” ” diamagnetic metals
(c) " ” one paramagnetic and one diamagnetic metal.

An examination of the freezing-point curves given in
Lendolt-bornstein*s Physikalisch-Chemische Tabellen, 1923 
Edition, page 327 ct soq,, led to the choice of the following 
binary systems for investigation - 

(&) Aluminium - Tin.
(b) Silver - Lead 

Gold - lead

Gold - Cadmium.
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(c) Bismuth - Tin 
Lead - Tin- 
Gold - Tin 
Cadmium - Tin.

Materials. Pure lead (assay), tin, bismuth, cadmium and 
aluminium were supplied hy Kahlbaum. The lead, supplied 
in sticks, was granulated by melting and shock-cooling in 
water. The tin was already in granular form. The aluminium, 
in blocks, and cadmium in sticks, were cut up and washed with 
dilute hydrochloric acid and water. Bismuth, in sticks, was 
broken up in an agate mortar.

Pure silver from Johnson and Matthey was used. This 
was cut into small squares, washed with dilute hydrochloric 
acid, distilled water and dried. The dried pieces were 
scraped with a sharpened glass rod.
Fine gold, in granulated form, was obtained from Jolmson 
and Matthey.

(a) Silver-Lead Alloys.
Kelting Point r a n g e P b  327°C. Ag 962°C with minimum at 3C0°ct 
Nine alloys were made i.e. 10 per cent lead. 90 per cent silver; 
20 per cent lead, 8 0 per cent silver and so on expressed in 
weight per cent.
In each case the weight of mixture taken was about 15 grams.
The alloys containing 10-60 per cent silver were made as 
follows:-
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Fig /.
The metals were placed in a silica test-tube fitted 

with a rubber cork carrying tvm pieces of glass tubing. One 
of these was attached to an apparatus giving ury hydrogen,
(the hydrogen from a Kipp was washed in water end dried with 
concentrated sulphuric acid) and the other to a tube at the 
end of which the hydrogen could be burned. In this atmosphere 
of hydrogen the metals were heated over a bunsen burner until 
molten. The mixture was kept molten for 10 to 15 minutes 
and the tube well agitated.

It was decided that the alloy in the form of a cylinder 
would be most convenient for measuring. A mould of fine 
plaster of Paris was made with cylindrical holes *4 cms in 
diameter so that the rods formed could pass easily into a 
measuring tube.

The molten mixture of metals was poured into one of the 
cavities of the mould.
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2. The alloys containing 70 to SO per cent silver were made in 
an electric furnace.

To M AIN

F/q 2..

A nichrome wound resistance furnace yjb.s connected up as 
shown above end fed with a current of 9-10 amperes when e 
temperature between 1100® and 1200®C was maintained. hower 
temperatures than 1200^0 were obtained by placing additional 
resistances in the circuit.

The metals, in a silica test tube, were placed inside 
the furnace and when molten, the mixture was stirred for 
several minutes with a silica rod. It was then cast in 
moulds *
All these alloys were silvery in colour. The 80 and 90 per 
cent silver alloys had the appearance of pure silver but were 
somewhat brittle.
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Lead reacted with the silica tubes and formed a fusible slag 
which floated on the molten alloy but remained in the tube 
when the alloy was poured. The only inconvenience caused by 
the formation of lead silicate la.y in the fact that the tubes 
were soon destroyed.

(b) Gold-Lead Alloys.
Range of melting point^ , Au 1064®C, Pb 326^0, minimum point 
at 215®C.
Alloys containing 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 
weight per cent gold were made in the following way:- 
18 grams of gold and 18 grams of lead were taken in a silica 
tube. This tube was heated in an electric furnace at a
temperature about 700°C. When the mixture became molten it
stirred well with a silica rod and poured into a mould. A 
rod cf alloy about an inch long was set aside, half the 
residue was weighed end the requisite amount of lead added to 
make a 40 per cent gold alloy. This mixture was treated as 
above end the residue used to obtain e 30 per cent gold alloy 
and so on down to 5 per cent gold. The temperature of the 
furnace was raised to about 1150^0.

The other half of the 50 per cent gold residue v/as weighe! 
and gold added to make a 60 per cent gold alloy. The residue
from this was used for a 70 per cent gold alloy and so on up
to SO per cent gold.

It was found difficult to keep tlio SO per cent gold alloy 
molten, A little lead was added in order to make the mixture 
sufficiently molten to flow into the mould.
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The alloys from 5 to 6 0 per cent gold were dull and 
resembled lead. The 70 per cent gold alloy showed a very 
faint yellow tinge and the 90 per cent gold alloy was very 
like pure gold but much harder.

(c) head-Tin Alloys, 
r.’.elting point range^^, Pb. 326^0, On 252^0, minimum at 181̂ 0*. 
îîine alloys were made by method (1 ) described for the silver- 
lead alloys.
All these were bright silvery alloys.

(d) Bismuth-T'in /tlloys.
Editing point range^^, Bi 2G7*5®C, Sn 232®C, minimum 90*5^0.'^ 
hine alloys were made exactly as in the case of the lead-tin 
alloys.
The alloys rich in bismuth were bright and very brittle.
Those rich in tin were dull and less brittle.

(e) Aluminluffi-Tin Alloys.
I.lelting point rangâ^, Al 657®C, Sn 232^0, no maximum or minimui 
nine alloys were made in the electric furnace which was maintained 
at about 800^0.
The mixtures of metals were easily melted, mixed end poured 
into a mould.
All were bright silvery alloys. These alloys were examined for 
silicon but no trace could be found consequently the fear that 
the molten sTficen might have reduced some of the silica was 
unfounded.

ill •
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(f) Gold-Tln Alloys.
Melting Point r&nge^^ Au 10G4^C, En 232^0, minimum 217^0.^^ 
îJine alloys were made beginning with the 50 per cent alloy 
and using the successive residues with more tin or gold as in 
the case of the gold-lead alloys.

The 10-30 per cent gold alloys were of a dullish silver 
colour. The 40 per cent gold alloy had a faint yellow tinge 
but, on the whole, was bright and silvery. Alloys of £0-70 
per cent gold looked very like silver and the 80 and 90 per 
cent gold alloys had the appearance of pale gold.

(g) C adraiuiii-Tin Alloys.
Melting point range^^, Cd 320^0, Sn 232^0, minimum at 176^G. 
kino alloys were made in an electric furnace maintained ac 
about ôOO^C. Some oxidation of cadmium took place, brown 
fumes were evolved and the alloys wei-e difficult to pour».
The rods were washed carefully and examined to see that no 
oxidised material remained attached to the rod.
These were all bright silvery alloys.
(h ) Cadmium-Gold Alloys.
Melting point range^^, Cd 320^0, Au 1064®C, minimum oCO^C.
6 grams of a 50 per cent alloy were made, the furnace having a 
temperature of about 800°G. The residue was used to form 
alloys less rich in gold by the addition of weighed amounts
of cadmium. The temperature of the furnace was then raised to
about 1150°C and a 60 per cent gold alloy prepared. The
residue was used to make the alloys richer in gold.
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All these alloys, owing to the oxidation of cadmium, were 
difficult to pour.

Tho alloys containing 10 to 30 per cent gold were silvery 
in colour. The 4C to 70 rer cent gold alloys had a yellow 
tinge; 80 per cent gold alloy was more markedly yellow and 
the 90 per cent gold alloy looked like pure gold.
Preparation of the Rods of fure Metal.

Silver. Pieces of silver were placed over an opening in 
a mould and heated with a blowpipe. As the silver melted, 
it flowed into the cavity and a rod was thus formed.

Gold. Pieces of gold were placed over a cavity in a 
mould end heated with the oxyhydrogen flame.
In the case of lead and tin, the metal was melted in a 
silica crucible and cast in a mould. Rods of aluniniuiii, 
bismuth and cadmluin were obtained by turning the Xfahlbaum 
material to the required diameter.



Pren&.ration of portion of specimen for measurement.
In all cases the cylinders of alloys were treated as 

follows:- a portion about half a centimetre long was cut 
with a razor from the centre of each cylinder and small pieces 
from either side of this portion were analysed. The small 
rod thus obtained was found, in the first case, to measure 
•65 centimetres long and *36 centimetres in diameter and all 
other rods were cut to this size.
Then the results of the analysis showed that the composition 
of the ends of the rod did not differ by more than 0*2 per 
cent, the centre piece was prepared for measurement by being 
washed in dilute hydrochloric acid, distilled water and dried. 
The composition of the rod was taken es the mean of that of 
tho two ends.

The cylinders of pure metals were cut to size and washed 
in the ss-ue way. The main object of washing with dilute 
hydrochloric acid was to remove particles of iron which had 
possibly been left during the cutting of tho alloy. This 
precaution has been previously shown by iu-dfield and Chéneve&u 
to be very necessary.
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Analysis of Alloys.
(a) The tin in all tho systems containing tin, except that of 

gold-tin, was determined as tin dioxide by tho method described 
in Scott, Standard Methods of Chemical Analysis, page 442.

(a) The noble metal in all the systems containing either gold or 
silver was estimated by cupellation, the amount of the base
metal being obtained by difference.
The silver-lead alloys cupelled readily and it was not necessary 
to usG any additional lead.
The gold-lead alloys quired a much higher temperature and a 
little lead was needed to complete the cupellation of the 90 per 
cent gold alloy.

In the case of the gold-tin alloys, the tin dioxide 
produced delayed the cupellation. It was found necessary to 
use larger cupels and to add s considerable quantity of assay 
lead in order to obtain satisfactory results.
The gold-cadmium alloys presented no difficulty as the volatile
cadmium oxide was soon removed.
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Hosults of Analysis, 
(a) Tin estimated as dioxide.

I. Tead-Tin Alloys.

Alloy. Percentage Tin 
1. 2.

'ean Percentage 
tin in rod.

Atoms per cent 
Le ad, Tin.

-3é> 57 • é./f' S' 9

S  o • U- Âf. /A 9 ' 5" 6

a/ • SO
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II. Bismuth-Tin Alloys.

Alloy. Percentage Tin. ^ean Percentage Atoms per cent.
____________  1. 2. Tin in rod.__________Bismuth___ Tin.

B.

G.

F.

0 .

II.

I.

7- 74-

/7 69 

30-/fZ

49'9/ 

57-97

ASr-/3 

e:'S6 

9 3 -so

7" 94.

/r- 5 / 

Zo - IS

4-a- 7 I 

So-Ij

55-0% 

A8-- o /

91-

93-76-

7-̂ 4.

/7- 6 o

30-1»

4 T- 73 

50-04

57-9 9

6 8r • 0 7 

91- 4/ 

93-G 2

97-05 

712.- 9% 

5I> -95

43-40 

3É.-36- 

19 29

2,1’ JJ

;o - 97

375

/1-96"

27- / 9

43-15 

56-6 0 

63- 45*

70-7/ 

7& 93

29 '/3 

9 6 2 5



Ill, AlurnIn1uz-Tln Alloys

Alloy. Percentage Tin 
1, 2.

e&n Percentage 
tin in rod.

Atoms per cent. 
Alu:nlniu:n. Tin

A.

C.

ii

I.

Ÿ6'/? 

934/ 

74-2 0

45.75 

49 4 9

4/74

3/47 

/9'%% 

M 47

96-27

9533

76 0 6 

6 6 6 »

41 1&

31-79

20*09

W 95

96-24-

g-3-<7

7fc- <3 

6 5-7/

49 55

41' 96

31-63

/9'95

If 9/

3o 5 S'

47 46

57 %3 

69-70

9/'76 

56-37 

90 47 

9 4 67 

96- 9sr

69-4%

52-94

42' 77

3o-5 o

/» 24.

/a 63

9 53

5-3 3

3-05
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IV. Cad̂îilui 11-Tin Alloys

Alloy. Percentage Tin. Lean Percentage
1 . 2 . tin in rod.

Atoms per cent.
Cadmium. Tin.

A.

B.

C.

D. 

K •

F.

G. 

II. 

I.

^c-oi 

74.'6b 

6a DY 

S"! 92

2o-^i

9-<61 

/-a?

%9 9D

74 S-y

62-i/ 

Sl'S-if 

4S. 88:

5-f- o 7 

/S- S3

9-35' 

/■ 6 /

^ 9-?5 

74-76 

6 1- /6' 

.ff.e?

4&.9I

&D-99_ 

)&. Sf

9-48"

/•so

JD-SL

26-34.

39/9

49"S3

SS-63

^0-0 0 

& S Ï 3 

9/'00 

99".̂  g"

8-? jL/f 

73'66 

66- g-/

6% 47 

4 4 3 ?

AO • o o 

Jit-'Tj 

9-0 0

I- 4 ?
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Alloys analysed by cupellation. 
I• SliveT'-Lead P. 11 oya .

Alloy. eight Percentage Lean Percentage Atoms per cent 
Silver. silver in rod. Silver. I^ed.1. 2 .

A.

C.

D.

E .

F.

G.

II • 

I. 

J.

9-6 9

29-9 9 

40'%7

6ra-4i

Yo

96 26

9 • d 5“ 

/4' 72 

no -6s

3c. • 3/ 

40-Of 

5'2-3l 

6/ • 3f

70-73

S'4-92

9 a • 6' 4

9-62 

/4- a o 

20'72 

30. fS

40- /4

6/ -no 

70- 7? 

8"4' ̂ 7 

9 6 - 4 o'

/6 '96 

24-7/

3&4/ 

46' 3/

6~b

67-84

7S-/6

S' n • 3o 

9/-sn 

98.20

76“-29 

66 -6'7

6"4 • é 7

43-7J

32- /6

24- 84

/?' 70 

8-4 S'

/ - Ŝû
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II. Gold-Lead Alloys.

Alloy. he ight Percent&ge 
Gold.

1. 2.
Lean Percentage 
gold in rod.

Atoms 
Gold.

per cent. 
Lead.

A, 4-0 1 6 • c? o 6' D O 5- 6-37 93-7/

B. II'SI II' 27 II -37 /I - 9o 88-/0

C. 20' 37 20' 3 ft-S' 21-20 78-80

B. 280 0 28r • 0 'J 2 8-04 29- 0 4 70 -9 6

E . 41-43 J+h 47 4^*4^ U Z - L  S' 6'7- 3 6"

F. 47-33 47-43. 47- 38 48-6/ jl'%7

G. f?' 97 SS'^JLl SÎT- 07 40-73

H. 48-0 S 67'9% 67-95 67. 04 30-76

I. S'/-3& S'/ -47 5'/ • 43 S'2- ir 56-

J. &aao 53-4 4 83- 3% 83- 77 /6-03

K. S' 9 • 0 6 S8-7 s- 58'.72. 59-37
1

/O '6/
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III. GoM-Tln Alloys.

Allov. VVeight Percentege
Gold.

1 . 2 .
Lean Percentage 
gold in rod.

/toms per cent 
Gold. Tin.

*

B

C.

D.

F.

G.

H.

I.

9 AC

/? 3!

59-76-

/7%9

2 6  -4 I

38-77 38 67

47-26 47-42

67. 4/

79-66 79-43

89.80

9 - <0 o 

/7 35̂

26- 30

38-7%

47-34

67.60

79-49

^9-77

5"-63

// - 3/

/7-72

27-60

46-34

7d-oi

94/4

88-69

82-2 8

72- 40

35'./7 64. 83

63 66

^^73 44-27

>'5*. 86
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IV. Go Id - C a (3 rn 1 ui n All oy s ,

Alloy. /’eight Percentage
Cold.

Lean Percentage Atoms per cent,
gold in rod. Gold. Cadmiu:*!

ii

C.

D.

G.

li.

I.

fO-Slf.

I9--SI

3123

39-78 

49- 5/ 

85^6 8 

66 5 9

71-93

57-22

11-07

Ifr-Su-

31-98

39-66

49-96

88-70

66-77

73-/2 •

57 2 2

/D -96 

/8- 83

32 - 0 7

39-70

49- 

S-8-69 

6 6-68 

73- 0%

^722

6 8 7  93-43

11-70

2/-26“

27-32

36-00

4 /- 77 

84-/8

60-70

79- 38-

7 5 - 78

72- 6 S' 

64-00

8 5-23 

4 8 5 8

39- 30 

.20 • 62
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Measurement of Magnetic Susceptibility.

The measurements were made by means of the magnetic
4balance of P. Curie and 0. Chéneveau and the method consisted 

in comparing the susceptibility of the alloy in question
with that of'distilled water. The value adopted for water

- o 4was - 0*79  ̂lo" as given by Curie .

3cu,

-I. •

Fi cj Ir. /!

The instrument is a torsion balance with which the 
attraction or repulsion of a permanent magnet on a weighed 
quantity of a feebly magnetic substance can be measured.

TT*, figs. 3a and b, is the copper arm of the torsion 
balance. . At one end is a hook carrying a glass tube, t, 
containing the substance under examination and at the other 
is a flat piece of copper, C, which passes between the poles



of a small damping magnet, A. The oscillations of the arm 
are thus damped by the induced currents v/hich are set up in 
C as it moves.

Below G, and parallel*to it, is a piece of copper 
attached to the centre of TT* and bent at right angles at 
D. The tube, t, can be arranged symmetrically between the 
poles of the permanent horseshoe magnet IIS by adjusting 
the weight B, which slides along TT*, and a rider on Dh.

The arm is supported by a fine platinum wire. In the 
original form of the balance the suspension was a platinum 
wire twisted to form a loop at each end.

One end was attached to a hook on the brass head, F, 
fixed at the top of the hollow brass cylinder J. The other 
end was attached to a hook carried on a piece of copper fixed 
vertically on TT* at f. The sensitiveness of the balance is 
obviously altered by using wires of different diameters and 
material.

The magnet, Î13, can be displaced horizontally, between two 
fixed positions, by rotation around the axis 0. The movement 
of the torsion wire is observed on a scale, graduated in 
millimetres, about two metres away, the light of a lamp fixed 
below the scale being reflected from the concave mirror rn.
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Theory of the H" emetic Eels nee
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I

F,q

The substance to be tested is attached to the arm of the 
torsion balance. The annular magnet can be moved horizontally 
so that its direction of motion is at right angles to the 
line joining the poles. The substance is thus brought into 
a stronger and stronger field.

Vdien the tube lies between the poles of the magnet the 
deflection of the beam of the torsion balance is zero. The 
deflection increases as the magnet moves away and becomes a 
maximum when the magnet is in position, 1, Fig. 4.

As the magnet moves back to its mean position the 
deflection decreases and becomes zero again when the tube and 
magnet are parallel. If the magnet is moved still further, 
a deflection in the opposite direction is observed and this
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becomes s. maximum again when the magnet is in its other 
extreme position, 2, Fig, 4.

The two positions are fixed by stops against which the. 
support of the magnet rests when it is in either of the 
maximum positions.

The deflections are taken as positive or negative, the 
sign depending on whether there is an attraction or repulsion.

Sack of 6 ALA NCG CasE,

—  —  ^

p Q
Ft3 S r .

If A is the position of the magnet when at the back of the 
balance case, B the extreme position towards the front of the 
balcince case end H the position of rest of the unloaded 
balance beam, the conditions for paramagnetic substances are 
shown in Fig. 6A* V.hen the magnet is in the position A, there 
is an attraction and the balance arm lies as nm, therefore 
the light reflected from the mirror % illuminates the scale 
at P. ^hen the magnet is in the B position, the balance arm
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is at n ’rn* and the spot of light is seen at Q-
Thcrefors, if the h reading is larger than the B, the 

.substance is paramagnetic.

i

loo

Q PF9 5 a.
The conditions for diamagnetic substances are shown in 
Fig.SB.

'il'hen the magnet is in the position A, there is a 
repulsion and the balance arm lies as nm and the light on 
the scale is observed at P.

vVhen the magnet is in the B position, the balance arm 
lies as m'n* and the light on the scale is seen at Q. So 
that, if the A reading is less than the B reading the 
substance is diamagnetic*

The difference in the maximum deflections is observed 
for an empty tube, for the tube containing a mass of 
substance m, and the tube containing a known weight of



distilled water. The water fills the tube to the same height 
as the substance under investigation and so lies similarly 
in the magnetic field.
If ~ difference of the readings in position A and B

for a substance mass m ,
= difference for water mass m* ,
= difference for the empty tube,

then h = A  6—  . H = r where k is the coefficient of
k' A' - A" a

magnetisation of the substance examined and k* that of water, 
k* was taken as -0*79 X 10” ,̂ the value being that given

by Curie" as the best value for use when water is used as a
comparison substance.

This formula is only approximate and does not take into 
consideration the magnetism of the air in the apparatus.
The corrected formula gives

- . r-Fl + -041 ( —  + l)lk' L  ̂ rü
where D = the density of the substance.
The magnet used had a field of about 640 gauss.
All measurements were made at temperatures between l6° and 
Study of the magnetic susceptibility of the pure metals and 
alloys prepared.

The- balance was arranged on a bench fitted with rubber 
shock-absorbers to minimise the effect of external vibrations. 
The material was enclosed in a glass tube shown in fig. 6.
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F,q 6.

The tube, 8 cms. long and of an internal diameter of 0*5 cms. 
was graduated from its base to about half its length. A 
cork carrying a copper hook fitted the open end of the tube.
The length of hook was arranged so that the material in the 
tube ley at the centre of the field when the tube was 
suspended from the balance beam.

Some difficulty was experienced in taking readings with 
the balance in its original form, then the tube was allowed 
to come to rest, the magnet being in tho A or B position, the 
light on the scale was not stationary but a gradual creep was 
observed.

Other suspensions, both phosphor-bronze and platinum^were 
tested and, since the creep remained, it was thought that the 
method of attaching the suspension to the beam and torsion head 
was unsatisfactory as the hooks could easily move with respect



to one another. The hook on the torsion balance was replaced 
by the arrangement shown in the diagram

3
c

F,g t

A cylindrical piece of copper AB was attached to the balance 
beam. The copper was cut down the centre from A to G. The 
end of the suspension was wrapped in lead foil and fixed 
firmly between the copper sections by tightening the screws
D and 1:.
A similar device was used to attach the other end of the 
suspension to the brass head fixed at the top of the hollow 
cylinder in which the wire hung.

Although this suspension diminished the amount of creep 
it did not eliminate it entirely.

It was then suggested that the creep might be due to a 
strain in the suspension itself.
h'hen fine wires are drawn, strains may be set up between 
successive layers of the material. Some platinum wires were 
therefore annealed.
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The wire P was mounted in two binding screws. At one end 
a 20 gram weight was attached and connected to a wire 
passing into a cup of mercury. The other end was connected 
to some accumulators and a circuit completed through an 
ammeter, a rheostat end a key as shown in Fig. 8.

Beginning with a large resistance In H, the circuit 
was closed and the current increased gradually until the wire 
was as hot as the fingers could bear. The current was then 
doubled and kept steady. î fter half sn hour, it was reduced 
gradually (the reduction of temperature taking about half an 
hour more) to zero and the wire allowed to become cold.

It was noticed that, during the heating, the wire 
untwisted itself - thus substantiating the presence of strain 
in the unanneeled wire.

/.nnealed specimens of platinum wire of 0*05 and 0*10 
millimetres diameter ; ere mounted in the magnetic balance and 
tested.



It v;&s found that the 0*C5 rriii. wlro was too sensitive 
to the influence of the damping magnet and therefore not readily 
usable f.r the present purpose. The 0*10 mm, platinum wire 
gave no creep but as the deflections were very small it was 
difficult to read the differences accurately if the tube was 
allowed to come to rest and also a great deal of time was wasted 
in waiting for the oscillations to cease.

fn oscillation method was therefore adopted. The 
permanent magnet was placed in the k position and the damping 
magnet moved, by a brass head on the top of the balance case, 
to a position fixed by a rnerk on the balance case.

The arm of the torsion balance then oscillated rapidly and, 
after 10 minutes or so, the oscillations died down sufficiently 
for the movement to be easily observed by the light on the scale.

Five successive turning points were taken, i.e. twice on 
one side and three times on the other and a mean calculated.
This was repeated five times and a mean of the five values taken 
as the position of rest of the tube under those conditions.
The magnet was then moved to the B position and the readings 
repeated. This method proved to be entirely satisfactory and 
gave results which were reproducable and, in the case of the 
metals, values of k which were in substantial agreement with 
previous work. In this way the difference could be measured to
within 0*01 of a centimetre on a scale 2 metres away from the 
reflecting mirror.



Details of one set of Measurements.
The doors of the balance case were kept closed to avoid

draughts and alterations in temperature. A thermometer was 
placed in the balance case and read from time to time. The 
keeper of the permanent magnet was placed in a certain position 
away from the balance and kept there while all the measurements 
were being made.

A clean weighed tube was suspended from the arm of the 
torsion balance and the rider moved until the tube hung 
symmetrically between the poles of the magnet. The light 
reflected on the scale was adjusted near the centre of the scale.
The annular magnet was then moved to the A position and the arm
allowed to oscillate.

Turning points in this and tho B position were observed, 
as already described, and the difference calculated. The tube 
was then removed and a ioiovm weight of pure metal or alloy 
inserted. The tube was suspended and adjusted exactly as before 
and readings repeated.

The volume occupied by the pure metal or alloy was noted 
and the tube filled with distilled water to that volume. The 
tube plus water was weighed and the difference for the tube 
containing water observed.
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Results obtained for Gold.
Tube, weight 3-2501 grams.

Turning points A Position

Tempe rature 20•5®C.

burning points B Position

n-2€

f7-6o

\1-%s

i%'OS

IS'-XS

Z/+-

/ 2 6S-

24." 9 0 0

1^-00 

19- 10

2li-- 8-91

32. •96' 
3% 70 

ZX- n-o

3a- a. o 

3 a • c? a'

31- 20 

31 • fci 

3/ -44"

SI - X S 

SI ‘ 06"

30-90 

30 7S 

3 0 -i"6“

î -as-

/9-4S- 

/9- 70

19-26 

2.0-0 O

20 (6

20-30
20-4-6"

loss

20-&6

2076

20&2

11- 00

24 • -s 27

2 4-  ̂87

2 4 ’ S 8-3

27-20
19-60

29-40

2.9-26 

29 -10

2 S'- 96 

2%-66

28r- 70

le- 6 g 
2*-46

2? 36

28- 26

^EAN= J24' Me AV = 24'6?6"

Difference = + ‘3 0.
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Gold.
A'eight 1-37CS grama.

Turning Points A Position. Turning Points 3 Position.

4 36

/I-96

)X-xo

ll-so

/2-?6

iS-DO

IS- 30 

Il'SO 

n-iù

/4-Pf
/4'30

22.

22- 9"y8"

22- 9-87

66' 

Ilf.-2 0 

iLh'OS

3 3 • 76" 

2 3-46

33 20

32-70 
32 - 6 6

&2-40

22-lS

21- 86*

3/ • 40 
21 - If 0

MEA^ = 22- 8?<r.

/a-3 0 
/6 -40
/6 6P

lk-^0 
\(o ■ 76

//• /O 

IJ- 20 

n-lfO

n-is

11- 90 

/y-co 
I»- /6

23-3/6

23-3,2

2.3-276

23- 304

23- 274

3 0 • 3 0 
30 /O

27. 76"

27- 70 

27 60

27-40

27 2 6'

27. 10 

18- 96" 

2» 7tT

lŜ -4 6" 
2 Sr- jTO

MEAÜ: 23-305-

Differerice = + *4h
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Tube plus water.
Aeigbt tube -b water = 3*5679 grama

water = *1173

Turning points A Position Turning points B Position.

il-lo 

IS-ÙO 

/3- 90
24-5/2

3 6 20

34- 8b"

34'

&/0 

4 30

/6- S’ 0

IL.JS

Ik- k S O

/If-IS
34-50 /& 76"

24-30gr
à h-' O S

/7- /6"

Xk-

Jlf'70
ZZ- S O Ij-lo

IH--9S 

IS-10 24-300
S Z ' s  0 

33-30

ijs o

n-lo

24- 4 s- S'

IS- S o
33-00 n-9c>

24-' 4-6-0
IS-JO

I k - 3/6
32- S'O IS-ID

IS. 9 b 1 Sr- 2o

/4.10
31-S S  

3 2-3 6"
/8-40

24' 4-S 4
/t-40 24-3/6

MEAN: 24*3/0
Difference

Zi-70

Zl-so

52 34

SI-Ob' 

V  ■ rb"

II - 70

SI- so

Zl- Z o
Zh fo
So -

zo-fb

So - (,o

■Ik
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A »  A ’*

k (aprjrox) »----- = ----- ^  . Hi' . k* (see Page 33 )A' - A" “

k

41 - *30 0-1178  ̂ «0*79 X
-'14 - *30 1*3768

-•71 .1178
-*44 1-3760 . -.79 X 10

•11 X 10« O

( corrcctid) = -*11 X 10* ll + - 041 ( — ll 1*- \-'ll X 19.27 /

-•119 X 10~^

The density of gold = 19*260.
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Results for filver-Lesd Series.

Material
wt. in
grams

Differences. 
Empty Tube Material ’rater

wt. 
water 
in grams ^Densiti

------

/ Temple. k K 10®

"7%iO + '39 + •19 + 18 •/las- Il-s» 19 -  • 131

Alloy A ' l l f O S •• + •19 •• •• ll’ix " — • /a8
'' B •• + •!+ •• - ,1 1 ? .. —  - JLf (

C ' 7 i k . o •• + 19 » - •• /I • / 0 —  • // 3
D •• + •3 1 '• 11-07 19 s —  '/I S'

" E '6634 + "33 11-00 19 — ‘ 0 Sr éH F
' i m " + •61 " /0-91 + • 1 9 9

c-
^  r,

•t?67 '• + !• S S' - •• I D - Ÿ S - + !• 0 1
li • 5605 + !• 0 9 " *• I D - J O - + 1-13
I - (=>910 +- /• 37 *• JO - b Z -- + 1 -3 0
J 7a,0 " + ‘74 •• - I D - S I + '44

Silver •71/0 + •31 +•0 8 + 03 •/a/f/

1

fO-kl - - " /3 8

Density values given by %&ey,
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Results for Gold-Lead Series.

lateri&l
wt. in 
grams

Differences. 
Empty Tube Material Rater

wt. 
water 
in grams ^Density i’emp°C. k X 10^

Lead '7110 4- -37 + 1? 41%- '/a. 3S" //•38r 17 -*/3/
/.Hoy A • ̂ 7ot 4*03 -73 - 04 • / a 51 11 4 2r 3.1 — /' /6

M B •* /!• 0 X " - ' 9/
t* C /• 0 5̂ 8- - - 4S- 11- S' - "67
n D •• - - It 13-0 0 - - -47
\i K I-AÎ30 4" 14 - - '3-9% — 4 'lo
ÎÎ F 4 -SO - • / d 407 • /2. S' Zf- /4^s% 11- 6‘ - I S
tj G -• - -37 ' ' ]5- OS 11- S - 3 3

H i-aif73 '• - -11 15-7% la - 1 1
II I •* - •4S* . .. •• »7'11 •• - 1.7
n J li73l •• -'44 • * • • '? 4 1 -• 33
n K /•30/f S' " - • 4 / •• n -7 s- “ • 06"

Gold h %7&f - ' 4 f -V4 /7 7&

i___

'?'% 7 10-6“ - • // 7

5 ^ #

'Density values given by %&ey
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Results for Lead-Tin Series.

w t . in D i f f e r e n c e s .
w t . 

w a t e r
— — — — T|

M a t e r i a l grains E m p t y  Tube. Material. Water. in grams ^ D e n s i t y T e m p l e k X 10°

[ N ’SŸI t -  • (1 +  ■01 - 4 k •1/13 7-19 I D
A l l o y  A 'Si> n +" 14- f 41 - 3 3 • II 9 k 7-3 4 11 4 • ô S D

!t B '■ + *30 - " 7-70 " + 01%
U C •• + So • • 7 ' 7 & - 4 • 01 k
?l D •41 11 + 5" •• ^•0 •• +  ' D 03
II E f • IS g ■ SrO ' - • 0 3 1
II F •rs- a îr + ‘ 0 %* - •' 9" 13 •• - • 0  5'/
II G .bÉ>33 " + 0^ •• 9 45- •• -• D 6 3

H '74d% - • lie "• id •/ ST .. ^  ■ IO
II I ' s- - •'? »• /0 • JTI —  IILead '7110 + 3 9 ■f'19 + -IS- • m s II- 3 & 19 . - • 131

■K- 21Density values given by Maey.
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Results for Cold-Tln Series

Material
wt. in 
grams

Difj 
Empty Tube

rerences. 
Material Water

Wt ,
¥.'8 ter 
in grams -'Density Temple. k X 10°

^ T / n ■S€IH - ‘IX 4 -01 -  • ij.4 •1123 • 7:7 20 + •051
Alloy S flï + 07 -raa f -111? 7-74- iL — * /5 0

I» D ■bok-s " -h-iz - •• g 2 0 - ' 04 6
C 'LolC{ " f 10 " " % 6? II —  • n o

n D "6301 t'5ï +• U1 + 1 i •H9t 9 SS- -
!! K •̂ grgrl u -  OG •• " /0 2& - •4.2.
It F '15 81 - *56- + -2>3 + 'D% • 1 24 if 11-34 1 8-6" - • 2.7
(1 G •79^7 " + • 16' /2-50 — • / 6

»! H " 4-}^ " /if' ^ -*/4

?* I 41^7 II 4-'7 " " /4>- ? S' •• -•137

Gold 1574 Sr t'30 -'4d -•/if •//7 S- /7A7 2 0 ‘S- - '1/7

21"Density values given by Daey.
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Kesults for Bismutli-Tln Series.

Kateri&l
w t . in
grams

Differences. 
Empty Tube. Material. Water.

w t . 
water 
in grams
!

Density Temple. k X 10®

Bismuth '(>0X\ f 3^ - 3 6 + •27 " / 0 S' 6 SDg2 20 - h i Z

Alloy A ’(.'JOS - -/I — -07 — 'Î (o • 1123 9" S"7 •• —  -Oif?
t! B • 4>13S' f -/7 ■A G - "0 7 * /; 2 S" - • 0 //.?
1! C • AtgS •• - -0 3 - '• ff &
!1 D - '/f - •• % &7 •• — * / ̂  1
M E - -or •• ? ’ h D '• - • ;s"
n F •s fcif & •• "f "/If •• S' 22. « " - "OSS"
u G "63 10 •• + ' 11 •• 1 ’97 - ' 04. A
<» E •5201 •• + • 1 S’ •• 7" 6 4. " - '03 f
M I •5390 + •12 " 7’41 - "02 6"

Tin

___ !

• sen - • fï f "02 -•4^ • 1/2 3 7'Z9 +- • 06" /

Density values given by K&ey 31
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Kesults for» #lunlnlum-Tln Series.

h & t e r l & l
v;t. In 
grams

D i f f e r e n c e s . 
E m p t y  Tube B a t e r i & l E a t e r

Vi t .
w a t e r ■

in grams "''Xenslty i'ernp^C • k  * 10*

Ti n - '17 + -0 z -'4 G • ( 113 7- a 9 7 0 + '2f/

h l l o y A 'SOXl +  13 +  %7 f'XS • 11 os" G f 6T n - -019

f! B •3i%o - -+S- i i o e 5- S 4 7 0 - • 30

■I V 'ISIS' —  07 - + -1 z l % O S ^  0 % 19 -/'Û3

H r. •33St7 " - -/6> •• 4- 4  4 •• - • 6 7

d + -07 +  \f3 + Ï9 • I 7 X S Z' % I - *4.0

»< I-' 'Sqio -  ‘/A S’ - ’/i '17 0 1 Z'S 4 x o - ' 2  0

c ■ ^ k S S - *07 t'JZe +  ‘U 7 ' 177 9 3-ai 19 - • 0  3/
11 ssii - • ô5" —  • C) G — • / 0 ' 17 St 3 • Û 0 * • - • ûiT!1 I • aoS 8r +  • ^7 +• 1 i + 4 3 ' f 0 S L a- » 6" - 0 +  3

hluininiu;n • a j3-7 +  0% - &G + ■ 41 'It S  0 a- 6 % »7-r + *44

Density velues given by Shepherd
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Cadmium Tin Series.

ICaterial
w t . in 
grams

D i f f e r e n c e s . 
E m p t y  T u b e  M a t e r i a l Water

w t . 
w a t e r  

in grams ^ D e n s i t y T e m p l e . k  x l O °  '

T i n •5 g 10. /a - 4 6 M I 1 3 729 1 0 + -Ô5-I

A l l o y  A •Js S Ko 4- +" • ID 36 7-4-0 21 + •03 _

ff B M-tfl " + AS " 7- £ & - +- ' 0/3

II C • s-ayi •• + '2 6 •* - 7- ?£■ " -■ 0 iLf.

ti D S 374 •• + •16 7 & 7 -'Oil '

?i E •• + •14- • “ •* 7'9 4- '• - 4 4 ^
11 F - + • 13 •• & 3 3 •• “ •06&

G ' 6 4 % C f • 19 •• - S--41 ■ • 097
If n • t>3ao + 16 • • S'- fi- 0 - • 0/(7
II I • £>< 3% + -If " % 6 3 - -  0 3 S"

Cadmium •STf33 - 0 7 + • (Of 6 S-67 n -•/IS

density values given by %aey'
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Ctxùni/un - Gold Series.

I‘ e t e r i ü l
__ ___

Wt • i n
^rems Empty

Llf.
Tube

r e r e n c e s . 
E s t e r i a l E a t e r

V •
w a t e r  

i n  grams ^ D e n s i t y T e m p l e . k X 1C®

Cadmium jr^.33 +  • lb - • 0 7 + 19 • ID5 4 S'-4 7 19 — - i i S

A l l o y .r* •feff II t ' l q f -41 + -07 • II 0 7 13 + D7 0

M B b5?4- •• +-•34 •• lO'  M •• + • 0 41

1' C • bIZLf. +■•34] " ll • lîT •• +- • 0 SO

M D ' 6 7 4  S - •+ • n I •• •• 11-70 - -  • OS' /
rl *. + • 17 •• ■ I S . -S  J •• - • 0 7 I
tt F 74%a +■ -3b — 13- 13 + •0  4-9-

G l-l^iM- *• -+ "4-0 — /4 - S' 0 -• - + • 0 4 0  -
•t li '714-4 •• + •3? •* •• IS - -4 7 *• - + • 0 4 1

I I- 007 1 •• + -a i f •• n -  6 9 -  ' o a i

Gold 1' 3 7 b & f ' 3 o -  • 4 1 -  • 114. • MI S *9- %7 Ao-  S' -  • I f

‘These values were obtained by experiment
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Values for the densities of cadminni-gold alloys could 
not 1)0 found and they were determined.
i\ microhurctte ws3 calibrated -.vith mercury, the level of the 
mercury being read ‘with a c&thetometer.

If ’k is the weight of mercury between two readings 
t the temperature of the mercury 

then the voluuio V * 0*0755(1 + 0 *0001825)5 ccs.
By plotting volumes against successive cathetorneter readings a 
curve, showing the variation in volume of the burette over the 
range examined, was obtained,

The burette was then filled with water to a level a 
little above that at which the calibration began. The 
c&thetometer was then used to fix the position of a particular 
line on the burette so that, if the burette was moved while 
the alley was dropped in and the air* bubbles removed by tapping, 
it could be adjusted to its original position bo fore the new 
height of water was observed.

The alloy, of known weight, was dropped into the burette 
and all air bubbles were removed by tapoing. The burette was 
then adjusted, if necessary, to the position occupied before 
the addition of the alloy and the new level of water reed 
through the cathetoueter. The difference in tlie readings was 
a measure of the volume of the alloy. acting the exact part 
of the calibrated range at which this difference was measured, 
the volume of the alloy was obtained from the calibration curve.



Résulta.

-  5 2  -

Cathetometer 
1.

Readings. 
2.

Difference. Volume from 
Curve.

ht. of 
alloy.

Density.

A. 96 09 qb-s-1 '42 • 0 b S' 0c4 '66" M y 9-5 5

B. 96 96-9/ * 40 6574 - 10 ' 1 1

G. ffb-qi 97.22 ' s 1 '05̂ 5 •• ‘6/3 4 - Il • Z5-

I). - - - — — —

K . 47 2^ 97-5 2 'P48" - '603& •• IX - S'!

4TS2. 97-fO "34 • 0 6" 7 .. •748-3 - )3 • / 3
G • 9?.f6 92^32 •45 •07 8- - /•/3/4 - /4 - 5-0
11. 9rs2 9&'6f ■1^ ’ 0 S  D '7746 •• /6'. 4 7
I. 6f 9 S'- 96 ■ 35" - o s q .. /• 0072 •• /y.i>7
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Discussion, of Susceptibility - Concentration Curves.
It appeered to be of interest to examine tx e magnetic 

susceptibility with the object of ascertaining, whether or 
no, there is any similarity between the variation of this 
property with composition and the variation of other physical 
properties.

The main object of this comparison was to determine 
whether the measurement of magnetic susceptibility may furnish 
a ready means of detecting the formation of compounds and 
other changes in alloys.

hith this object in view, curves have teen prepared 
from existing data, as far as that is available, giving the 
variation of density, freezing-point and electrical conductivity 
respectively with composition and these have been compared with 
the corresponding curve for magnetic susceptibility-composition.

Density - Composition Curves.
21In the case of density-composition curves there is 

obviously no similarity nor analogy to be found, the density 
curves are all perfectly smooth and regular whereas the 
susceptibility curves show both maxima and minima in most 
cases. (Curves 1, 2, 4, 8).

It is however to be noted that the variation of 
susceptibility with composition, in some cases, is very much 
greater than the variation of density.
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Thus -

Silver-Lead 
alloys.

Composition 
wt.per cent 
Silver.

k X 10* Density. Percentage Change
k. D.

52'3G
61'20
70-79

+C-299
+2-02
+2*23

10-917
10-845
10-695

+570
+10-4

-0*659
-1-383

Magnetic susceptibility thus appears to be very much more 
sensitive to variations in composition than density and 
consequently the measurement of susceptibility would be a 
more delicate means of detecting a small change in 
composition than the density.

Freezing-Point - Concentration Curves.
(a) Silver-Lead System.

23The freezing-point-concentration curve for silver lead 
(curve 10) indicates the presence of an entectic at 2-5 grams 
or 4 atoms per cent silver, but there is no indication of 
intermetallic compounds.

The corresponding susceptibility curve shows a marked 
inflection at a little over 50 grams or 65-75 atoms per cent 
silver and the curve then rises steeply to a maximum at 
about 70 grams or 81-8 atoms per cent silver. This maximum 
can hardly represent the presence of a pure intermetallic



compound end, as yet, the reason for the maximum is not
apparent. Still in view of Stefan Meyer*a conclusions (Page  ̂ )
a compound would seem to be indicated.
(b) Gold-Lead System.

24In this case, the freesing-point-concentration curve 
indicates the formation of two compounds, i.e. AUgPb and 
AuPbg (Curves 11).

The corresponding susceptibility curve shows a minimum 
at 6 atoms per cent gold and a maximum at 43 atoms per cent 
gold.

These two points do not represent the presence of inter
metallic compounds but,' as the alloys were not annealed, this 
may be due to the fact that the compounds had not been formed 
that is, the alloy was in a metastable condition, as it could 
easily be from the method by which it was prepared.
(c) Leed-Tin System.

25On the freezing-point-concentration curve an entectic 
point occurs at 75 atoms per cent tin. There is no Indication 
of the formation of intermetallic compounds. (Curves 12)

The susceptibility-concentration curve is in agreement 
with this. The curve is smooth and generally obeys the 
"mixture law", that is, the value of the magnetic susceptibility 
is directly proportional to the percentage of each constituent 
present.
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Thus
Composition 

ht.per cent tin.
k X 1G“ 

Calculated Observed.

81-5 +0-0165 +0-018
62'6 -0-0368 -0,031
36-1 -0-0357 -0-063
20-4 -0-0941 -0-10

#
(d) Gold-Tln System.

Maxima corresponding to the compounds Aufn, AnSn^ and
/uSn^ are indicated on the freezing-point concentration

2 3 , -curve. (Curves 15;.
The corresponding susceptibility curve forms a minimum

at 35 atoms per cent gold and this point corresponds with the
composition-of l. compound iu3n^, the ratio of atoms per cent

being — i-r • Between 10 and 30 grams per cent gold the 1*99
formation of a maximum, at about 19-5 atoms per cent gold,
points to the presence of a compound the ratio of atoms per 

1cent being that is, the compound huSn^.
The susceptibility curve does not indicate the presence 

of the compound AuSn and again this is probably duo to the 
fact that the alloys were not annealed. This is supported, 
in this case, by the fact that in the region at which the ratio 
of atoms per cent is 1, the mixture law does not hold.
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Thus
k X 10*

Atoms per cent Gold, Calculated Observed.

43-34 -0*028 -0*27
55*74 -0*033 -0-16
70*03 -0*008 -0*14

(e) Bis muth-TIn Series.
An entectic point occurs on the freezing-point- 

27concentration curve at 43 atoms per cent bismuth but there 
is no indication of the presence of intermetallic compounds 
(Curves 14).

Ihe susceptibility-concentration curve shows no formation 
of compounds. It must be noted, however, that the curve rises 
steeply towards the paramagnetic region between ICO and 95 
grams per cent bismuth and causes the mixture law to be broken
over the range rich in bismuth. This is of interest in view
of the fact that bismuth is the most strongly diamagnetic 
element known.
(f ) Alurdniuii-Tin System.

23The freezing-point-concentration curve ' shows an entectic 
point at 99*52 atoms per cent tin but indicates no compound 
formation (Curves 15). The corresponding susceptibility curve 
has a marked minlmun at about 42 atoms per cent tin. At this 
point the ratio of atoms per cent of the constituenis is

1 . that is, the ratio is not simple and the point apparently 
1*37



does not represent a compound but the minimum may resolve 
itself into the value for a definite intermetallic compound 
when the particular alloy is annealed.
(g) Cadmlum-Tln System.

These metals form an entectic mixture at 67*6 atoms
29per cent tin. The freezing-point-concentration curve does 

not indicate the presence of intermetallic compounds, 
iCurves 16)

The corresponding susceptibility curve is in agreement 
with this and is enalsgoud to that of the lead-tin system.
(h) Cadmium-Cold Series.

Compounds Au^Cdg and AuCd^ are deduced from
30the freezing-point-concentration curve. (Curves 17)

The break between 21 and 42 atoms per cent gold, on 
the susceptibility-concentration curve, occurs at the region 
of formation of AuCdg.
The form of the curve lends support to the view that, in 
unannealed alloys, retarded compound formation produces 
flattened maxima and minima.
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Electrical Conductivity - Concentration Curves.
(a) Silver-Lead System.

31Mattheissen has examined silver-lead alloys of from 
95*9 to 19*9 atoms per cent lead and, over that range, he found 
that the electrical conductivity decreased regularly with 
increasing percentage of lead. Thus, there is no indication 
of the formation of silver-lead compounds.

The corresponding susceptibility curve indicates no 
compounds but a maximum Is formed at S2 atoms per cent silver, 
an irregularity which is not reflected in any way by the 
conductivity curve.
(b) Gold-Lead System.

51The conductivity-concentration curve (Curves 11) shows 
a change in direction at 84*25 volumes or 75*19 atoms per cent 
lead. Alt this point the ratio of atoms per cent is 1 Au:3Pb, 
that is, a cômpound AuPbs is possibly represented. Such a 
compound is not indicated by the freezing-point-concentration 
nor the susceptibility curves. The maximum and minimum of the 
later do not represent the presence of simple compounds.
(c) Lead-Tin System.

31 ,îùattheisscn* s conductivity-concentrat ion curve (Curves 12) 
is perfectly smooth and regular. Thus all three curves - 
conductivity-concentration, freezing-point-concentrâtion and 
susceptibility-concentration - for this system are analogous.
Ho intermetallic compounds are indicated and the susceptibility 
values follow the mixture law throughout.
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(d) Gold-Tln System.
31In this 0030 the conductivity-concentration curve

(Curves 13) shows two breaks, at 29 and 51 atoms per cent
gold respectively. At these points the ratio of gold to tin in

1 1atoms per cent is pyy and y-—  respectively. Thus the 
formation of AuSn is possibly indicated. The corresponding 
susceptibility curve has been shovm to indicate the presence 
of AuSng, AuSn^ and the divergence from the mixture law at 
50 atoms per cent of the pure metals points to the possibility 
of Auon being fo'ond*
(e) Bismuth-Tin System.

31The conductivity-concentration and susceptibility - 
concentration curves (Curves 14) are analogous in showing no 
compound formation and both agree in this way with the 
freezing-point concentration curve.

There is a similarity, also, in the way in which large 
variations in electrical conductivity and magnetic 
susceptibility take place in the alloys rich in bismuth.
Thus, the conductivity value falls from 1*03 to 0*245 between 
99*80 and 99*36 grams per cent bismuth while the magnetic 
susceptibility changes from -1 x 10”  ̂to -0*75 x 10”® 
over the same range.
(f) Aluminium-Tln System.

Ho information as to the electrical conductivity of this 
system could be found in the literature, consequently no 
comparison can be made.
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(g) Cadinlum-Tin Series.
31The conductivity-concentration curve (Curves 16) for 

these alloys is smooth, that is, no compounds are indicated.
The corresponding susceptibility curve is of a similar form 
and, as in the case of the lead-tin alloys, agrees with that 
of both freezing-point and electrical conductivity.
(h) Cadmium-GoId System.

32Galdatt has shown that the electrical conductivity- 
concentrat ion curve (Curves 17) for these alloys contains two 
maxima at 50 and 75 atoms per cent cadmium respectively.
The ratio of the pure metals in atoms per cent at these points 
is 1 and the lAu : 3Cd respectively, that is, the compounds 
AuCd and AuCdg are indicated.

The break between 21 and 42 atoms per cent gold on the 
corresponding magnetic susceptibility curve occurs over the 
range of formation of AuCdg and, as explained in the comparison 
with the freezing-point-concentration data, the unannoaled 
alloys form apparently flattened maxima,

It was hoped to be able to include the susceptibility- 
concentration curve of the copper-lead system since, in both 
the silver-lead and gold-lead curves a well defined maximum, 
which possibly does not represent a compound, occurs, and as 
copper belongs to the same sub-group of the periodic system 
as silver and gold, it is to be expected that a maximum, which 
is even more pronounced, should be shown by the alloys of 
copper and lead.
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Copper end lead, however, are not miscible in all 
proportions and the region of immiscibility covers the 
concentration range where the maxima are found in the other 

two systems.
Thus a comparison could not be made.
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CCÜCLUSIOÜS

The foregoing comparison of magnetic susceptibility with 
density, freezing-point and electrical conductivity respectively, 
leads to the following conclusions :-

1. There is no parallelism between the density and magnetic 
susceptibility of alloy systems*

2. M&gnetic susceptibility is more sensitive to changes in 
composition than density. In many cases it is also more 
sensitive than electrical conductivity but variations in 
freezing point with changing composition are sometimes 
larger.

3. Some analogy exists between freezing-point and magnetic 
susceptibility especially in systems giving no compounds, 
that is, in cases where the mixture law is true.

4. Closer analogy exists between electrical conductivity and 
magnetic susceptibility both in systems in which compounds 
are formed and in those containing mixtures only.
This is to be expected in view of the close connection 
between electrical and magnetic phenomena.

5. The mixture law generally holds in systems in which no 
compound occurs.
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6. Tlie mixture lew does not hold in any region indicating 
compound formation.

The data, obtained supports further conclusions, thus -
7. The mass susceptibility of the pure metals examined, is 

silver -C-133 x 10"^ bismuth -1 IZ 10"®
gold -0-119 X 10"* cadmium -C-11& x 10"^
lead -0‘131 X 10"° aluminium +0-64 x 10"*
tin +0-051 X 10-®

8. Silver-lead, lead-tln, cadmiuiu-tin, hlsmuth-tln, form 
no internietallic compounds.

9. Cadmium-gold form AuCd^ and gold-tin the compounds 
/.uSUg and fuSn^.

10. Two paramagnetic elements, in the case examined namely 
aluminium-tln, form some diamagnetic alloys.

11. Two diamagnetic elements, as shown in the systems silver- 
lead, gold-lead, cadmium-gold, form some paramagnetic 
alloys.

12. 'One paramagnetic and one diamagnetic metal form alloys 
whoso susceptibility lies between that of the pure metals, 
as in the lead-tin, cadmium-tin and bismuth-tin systems, 
except when intsrmetallic compounds are formed as shovm.
in the gold-tin series.
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The above place of work was
to ma by Dr# Spenoer 

and he has given me advice with 
rcgmrd to the carrying out of the 
G%perime&t&«
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